MontaioneMtbTrailArea.com was created thanks to the passion for cycling - especially for
mountain biking - of its contributors. For this reason, the owners and contributors of this
site, while doing everything possible to maintain the highest accuracy and reliability of the
information, do not accept any responsibility concerning errors, omissions, accuracy of gps
paths, event dates, addresses of accommodations and restaurants, and any other information
contained on this map.
For the above reason, we are happy to share the tracks with you, hoping that you can have fun
in our territory, but we won’t responsible for the use that you are going to do, as no one has
forced you to walk or ride on this track.
This path starts from “Piazza Gramsci” in Montaione. After leaving the town, turn left following “Via
delle Colline” towards Castelfiorentino. Once at km 2.4, take the path on the right that descends to
the valley of the “Rio Pietroso”. After crossing this small stream, we expect a climb of about 2.6 km to
return up to the “Via Volterrana”. The first part of this climb (up to “Sant’Ilario”) is quite steep and will
certainly test your skills as “climbers” due to the slippery and a bit stony ground. The second stretch
(from “Sant’Ilario to” Via Volterrana “) will allow you to catch your breath and to enjoy the magnificent
panorama of the Valdelsa.
Arrived on the “Via Volterrana” turn right on and after about 1.4 km turn right again following the
signs for Montaione. Passing from the locality “Poggio all’Aglione” we return to the starting point.

Path 1 - Ring “Gambassi terme“

Follow this track with Wikiloc application for smartphone.
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